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address a very wide range of different modeling goals. from efforts to capture
the detailed properties of specific neural circuits to efforts to solve problems
in artificial intelligence that have not yielded to more traditional symbolic
approaches. The POP framework has also been used for psychological model-

The POP framework is an extremely broad framework and can be used to

tion weights.

experience on. infonnation processing are captured by changes to the COMec-

processing is stored in the weights of the connections. and the effects of

tion among the units. via weighted connections. The knowledge that governs

connected modules. Pathways may overlap. in that they may contain modules
in common. Processing in a POP system occurs by the propagation of activa-

may be organized. into modules. each containing. a number of units; sets
modules maybe organized into pathways. each containing a set of inter-

The principles are very general. but their examination will presuppose that
infonnation processing takes place in a parallel~istributed processing (POP)
system (Rumelhart. Hinton. and McClelland 1986). A PDPsysltm
is simply a
system in which processing occurs through the interactions of a large number
of simple. intercoMected processing elements called units. These elements

opment of the theory.

this. two case studies are reviewed in which progress is made toward each of
the three goals. A concluding discussion indicates directions for further devel-

the principles.
The principles.. their motivation. and some of their general computational
properties are described first. Then the three goals are discussed. Following

to the principles of graded. gradual. random. interactive. and competitive
processing. The goals for the theory are (I) to unify the resu!ts of a number of
different experimental paradigms with a single theoretical framework; (2) to
examine the conditions under which adherence to the principles will give
rise to simple general regularities of infonnation processing. and to examine
whether the framework makes it possible to explain or predict cases in which
these regularities will not hold; and (3) to examine interdependencies among

This chapter describes some initial steps toward a theory of the asymptotic
and dynamic properties of systems in which infonnation processing adheres
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PRINCIPLFS

connections correspond to individual synapses. Rather. activations of units i

principles should not be construed as models of the neuronal processes underlying cognition, The units do not correspond to individual neurons. nor do the

In this connection it is worth noting that models based on the above

using distributed representations.

simplification, Of course. further work is required to examine the extent to
which the results obtained for localist networks actually transfer to systems

a specific choice that might be made in interpreting an input at a particular
level of desaiption, This feature arises not as a matter of principle but as a

distributed representations have considerable advantages (see McClelland and
Rumelhart 1985; Hinton. McClelland. and Rumelhart 1986) the particular
models that will be the focus of interest in what follows. and the motivations
for them. are couched in localist terms. That is. each processing unit stands for

press),
Also missing from the list above are principles of re~resentation. Although

and McClelland (1991) and Cohen. Servan- Schreiber. and McClelland (in

random. adaptive. interactive. (nonlinear) network. The framework encompasses adaptation or learning as well as the principles enumerated above. but
the principles of adaptation are not yet fully clear and will not be considered
further here. For a discussion of learning in GRAIN networks. see MoveDan

be viewed as a starting place and guide for research. No doubt there are other
principles in addition to these. and no doubt. some or all of the principles wiD
require further refinement.
Taken together with the basic characteristics of POP. these principles define
a modeling framework called the GRAIN model. GRAIN stands for graded.

It should be stressed that this set of principles is provisional, They should

5, The activation process is intrinsically variable.

4, Within-module connedions are mutual and inhibitory. so that processing is

competitive,

3, Between-module conned ions are mutual and excitatory. so that processing
is interactive,

2, Activation propagates gradually in time,

1, The activation of each unit is a graded. sigmoid function of its swnmed
input.

The following list of principles begins to provide such a constraining framework, While each of the principles has been used in previous work by the
present author. none of the principles can easily be attributed to any particular
source. since each is in extremely common use.

17.

a framework providing tools with which to construct a theory. and not as a
theory in and of itself, For the general framework is so broad that it does not
provide much guidance or constraint without further assumptions,
are stated in qualitative terms.

The use of a graded activation

category membership appears to be a graded

functions are computationally trivial. They cannot compute anything that

activation function. is basic: multilayer networks that use linear activation

for the use of a sigmoid activation function, as opposed to a completely linear

A sigmoid activation function is simply a continuous activation function
that is monotonically increasing. has a single point of inflection. and levels off
at both extremes (fig, 27, 1), Such a function is used to characterize the
asymptotic activation produced bya fixed net input to a unit. The motivation

tion of cues. and playa role in a number of basic approaches to processing
(Oden and Massaro 1978; MacWhinney 1987),

outcome of processing, Graded influences allow for Collaboration and competi-

allows for factors such as contextual or attentional inputs to influence the

function of similarity to typical exemplars, Openness to additional influences

tion just one key example.

influences. Graded influences on cognitive outcomes are ubiquitous. To men-

influence on processing outcomes. While leaving these outcomes open to other

function of summed input allows a variable to exert a continuous or graded

Graded. Sigmoid Activation function

(1990),

In what follows some basic theoretical results concerning networks that
adhere to the principles are also noted, More details can be found in a number
of sources; the most up- to-date review is given in Hertz. Krogh, and Palmer

important interactions are given at the end of this section. In general. the
principles and their motivations are attributable to a number of sources; no
claim for priority is intended by listing them here,

in the later parts of this chapter. but forward pointers to some of the most

The motivations for the principles are complex and interdependent. and to do
full justice to each would require much more space than is available here, In
what follows. dired and basic psychological motivations are given for each
principle. Sometimes. however. the motivation for one principle arises primarily from its interaction with others, These interactions are addressed more fully

Discussion of the Principles

bounded interval,

without specific detailed quantitative assumptions, While particular simulation
models must be formulated in terms of specific quantitative assumptions. it can
often be shown that these details are relatively unimportant. It does not appear
to matter. for example. what the exact form of the graded sigmoid function
is. or whether the intrinsic noise is Gaussian or uniformly distributed in a

The reader will note that the principles

represent representational states of a processing system and connedions capture constraints that hold among these representational states, A discussion of
the relation between such models cast at this rather cognitive level and models
of the underlying neural substrate may be found in Smolensky (1986),
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perception literature, and

by the extent to which there is input that favors other alternatives. Response
choices reflect this weighing of alternatives relative to others (Luce 1959). and
mutual inhibition can implement this relative weighting process (Grossberg
1978b). In McClelland and Rumelhart (1981). the use of this idea at each of

several levels of processing was motivated originally by the desire to distribute decision making throughout infonnation processing systems. . rather than
to centralize this function in a limited capacity executive.
The general principles of interactivity and competition are consistent with
a specific network constraint. called symmetry, in which for all pairs of units
A and B. the connection from A to B has the same value as the connection
from B to A. Obviously interactive and competitive networks need not be
strictly symmetric. but they can be. Symmetric networks have a very important property. which is that there exists some function (known as a Liapunov

The assumption of gradual propagation arose in the context of efforts to study the dynamics of infonnation I
1979; i
processing and of contextual influences on processing (McClelland

Rumelhart and McClelland 1981). One key observation here is that it often

takes subjects less time to recognize a stimulus when they use more infonnation to do so. Thus recognition may be both more accurate and faster
when a stimulus occurs in a predictive context (e.g.. a word. appearing in a
sentence context) than when it appears alone. In many such experiments (e.
McClelland and O' Regan 1981) context alone is not sufficieritfor recognition.
so infonnation from both the stimulus and the context must be used. A very
natural and direct way to account for such effects is to assume that infonnation

McClelland

about both the stimulus and the context accumulates gradually over

,w,.

k.:;I.W~

time. so

1978a. b). They allow contrast enhancement and the suppression of weak
activations. They also allow the activation of each alternative to be influenced

below.

Gradual Propagation of Activation

Mutual Competition Competitive interactions among units have been used
by many investigators (e. g.. Feldman and Ballard 1982; Grossberg 1976.

forward models in which lexical influences do not feed back to the phoneme
level.

they are generally interpreted as operating at or below the phoneme level. The
finding that these. coarticulatory influences could be triggered by lexical context was predicted from the principle of interactivity. and contradicts feed

Such influences have long been studied in the speech

could trigger coarticulatory influences on the identification of other phonemes.

patterns of activation through time can arise. Further constraints are crucial.
The use of bidirectional connections helps a great deal. as will be discussed

Once sigmoid functions are used in multilayer systems, arbitrarily complex

other cues strongly favor one particular response.

to understand, for example. how a cue can influence response probabilities
when other cues are relatively neutral but fail to have much influence when

of the effect depends critically on the other inputs to the unit. This allows

Once a sigmoid function is used, the effect of an input on the
processing depends on other inputs. Each input (excitatory or inhibitory) tends
to push. the activation of each unit in a particular direction, but the magnitude

outcome of

a single letter was presented in isolation. Elman and McClelland (1988) con-

letters could give rise to activations of words and these in turn could feed back
activation to the letters, increasing their activation compared to cases in which

more when it occurs in context (Reicher 1969) than when it occurs in isolation.
The account for this was simply that partial activations of context and target

motivated by the fact. that the perception of a letter in a word is facilitated

that applied this assumption to visual letter recognition. This work was

Rumelhart (1981; Rumelhart and McClelland 1981. 1982) developed a model

showing that phonemes whose identification depended on lexical context

1M type used in IIWIY connectionist models,

finned a key prediction of this same model in a speech perception context by

01

word identity. word meaning, syntactic structure. role assignment, anaphoric
reference, etc. -reflected influences from all other levels. McClelland and

level-in this case feature. letter,

inputs. independently of all the others (Williams 1986).

A sigmoid function

Net Input

-2 -, 0

cannot be computed with a single layer of units, and what can be computed
by a single layer of units is very limited indeed (Minsky and Pappert 1969).
Furthennore. linear networks with bidirectional connections. as required by
the interadivity principle. can easily exhibit explosive growth of activations.
The use of a sigmoid activation function prevents this. On the other hand. the
sigmoid is a very simpleh.nction; it is. for example, monotonic in each of its

Figun 17. 1

oS ..

oo~

reading (as in speech perception and other

perceptual processes) decisions at each

(1977) was to argue that in

Interactive Processing The idea that processing is interactive arose in the
author s thinking from Rumelhart's (1977) seminal paper, "The Interactive
Model of Reading." (Grossberg 1978a also explored this idea, though mostly
for different reasons, at around the same time. ) The key point of Rumelhart

response threshold is reached more quickly.

that when both sources of infonnation are accumulating at the same time a
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networks always proceed uphill in goodness as processing

and

human

a

McClelWld

what stabilizes is the probability that the network w ill be in each possible
activation state. At the beginning of settling. the distribution of states of the

fuller discussion), Note that the actual pattern of activation does not stabilize;

possible states of activation. independent of the starting point of the settling
process (this is a basic general fact; see Movellan and McClelland 1991 for a

Uapunov function, but this function characterizes distributions of states rather
than individual states, Over time they settle to a particular distribution over

Stochastic symmetric networks. like detenninistic ones. are minimizing

ered at great length in a subsequent section. Here we consider a very general
characteristic of stochastic symmetric networks,

infonnation processing. relative to a detenninistic model in which variability
is introduced only at the response selection stage. This matter will beconsid-

intrinsic to processing activity itself, improves our ability to model

items rather than actual variability in the processing itself, and there are surely
many other factors (mood, context. motor preparation. accommodation of the
eye, etc. ) that introduce trial- ta-trial variation. What is of interest here is that
incorporating some source of variability, either in the input to processing or

test items (e,g., in a recall experiment) may in fact reflect differences among

Variability That

human performance is variable cannot really be subject to
much doubt. and in fact most models of infonnation processing dynamics are
stochastic models (see luce 1986 for a review). Some au~hors (e.g., Anderson
1991) have stressed that manifest variability in reaction times across different

(1981) and a different example will be considered again below.

at a later point. Examples of this were discussed in McClelland and Rumelhart

nonmonotonicities in the time course of activation arise from the changing
pattern of activation surrounding each unit. sometimes causing units that
receive net excitation at the beginning of processing to receive net inhibition

function as the activation process proceeds from a, starting point does not
mean that the activation of each unit will vary monotonically with time. Such

The fact that networks are monotonically adjusting the value of some

called a local maximum.

thus the goodness eventually stop increasing as processing continues. This
point wiU have higher goodness than any , neighboring points. Such a point is

activations are bounded, as they are in GRAIN networks, the activations

goodness is defined as the extent to which the activations, in the network
satisfy the constraints represented by the inputs to the network and the
connection weights (see Rumelhart et 011. 1986 for a full discussion). When

continues, where

1986). Choosing the latter fonnulation, it can be shown~hat symmetric

alternatively the minus sign may be removed. and the function, which is now
monotonically increasing, may be called a goodness function (Rumelhart et at

fundion) whose value changes monotonically as processing proceeds through
time. Hopfield (1982) was the first to point this out. His symmetric networks '
monotonically decrease the value of what Hopfield called an energyfundion;

were men-

Toward a Theory of Infonnilion Processing

possible without sacrificing accuracy

is not well defined (Wickelgren 1977;

already noted it is often possible in connectionist systems to characterize the
distributions of asymptotic states mathematically as functions of inputs and .
connections.
The reaction- time paradigm encompasses experiments in which subjects are
asked to make responses as rapidly as possible without sacrificing accuracy.
Ordinarily the main dependent variable is simply mean reaction time. From
the point of view of graded, stochastic systems that adhere to the principles
outlined above, this paradigm is the least satisfactory. First of aU, while models
based on the above principles can in principle model mean reaction times, there
is one main difficulty. This is simply that in systems where there is a gradual
accumulation of graded infonnation, the instruction to respond as rapidly as

be gained from waiting. The dependent measure is the distribution of responses over alternatives. Such situations are the easiest to model. since as

One goal for a theory of infonnation processing is to bring together in a single
model results from a variety of different paradigms. The three main classes of
paradigms of interest here wiUbe designated (1) the asymptotic choice paradigm. (2) the reaction- time paradigm, and ,(3) the time-accuracy paradigm.
Though the paradigms will be familiar to most readers, a brief review of their
characteristics and their relation to the present approach will be worthwhile.
The asymptotic choice paradigm encompasses experiments in which subjectsare asked to make choice responses (or yes-no responses) without time
pressure, and the assumption is that they wait until there is nothing further to

Synthesis

general laws, and (3) analysis of the interdependencies among the principles.

different experimental paradigms, (2) exploration of the conditions under
which systems that adhere to the principles can be characterized by simple

tionedat the beginning of this chapter: (1) synthesis of the results of a range of

processing. For the present we will focus on the three goals that

There are many possible goals that we may have for a theory of infonnation

11. 1 GOALS FOR A THEORY OF INFORMATION PROCESSING

tions of asymptotic choice probabilities,

of others.
It is actually possible to write down the equilibrium probability distributions
of some stochastic symmetric networks as a function of their fixed inputs and
of the connection , strengths. This fact will be used below in discussing deriva-

equilibrium distribution. making some patterns more probable at the expense

inputs that remain on throughout the settling process, These do affect the

point. Note that initial patterns oEactivation should not be confused with fixed

ne~work will be detennined largely. by the initial pattern of activation, But as
time goes on, the distribution eventually becomes independent of the starting
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also
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respectively, Reprinted with pennission from McClelland (1991),
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of three context conditions, Curvrs are labeled '. ,. and n for contexts favoring '. ,. and n,

be on recent analytic progress characterizing effects of variables on asymptotic

Idealized pattern of results expected in the Massaro and Cohen experiment if the

/r/ continuum

must address results from this paradigm as well. However in the present

Figure 27, 2

n ",.

,-:/n ............

n /..",.

chapter there is room to cover only a limited range of results, so the focus will

experiments, any reasonable theory

aspects of these

:e;

" r

// ,In /

to point out. These regularities will be called Morton s independence law and

shifted exponential approach to asymptote, as Wickelgren (1977) was the first

levels off, The overall pattern of performance can generally be described as a

a later point. accuracy begins to rise rapidly above chance, then grad",ally

accuracy is measured at different times after stimulus onset. a simple general
pattern is typically observed (fig, 27.3). Responses that occur immediately
after stimulus onset are essentially random, and unrelated to the stimulus, At

Wickelgren 8 Law for Time-Accuracy Curves In studies where response

(e. g" Massaro 1989), It is illustrated in graphical form in figure 27,

stimulus information produce additive, or independent. effects on the z- transform of stimulus identification response probabilities, The generality of this
pattern was first noted by Morton (1969), and has been stressed by Massaro

. Morton s Independence Law for Effects of Context and Stimulus Information in Perception It has been repeatedly observed that context and

two examples,

independence law holds, The stimulus conditions an ordered from I. like to ,. Iike on the x.axis.
The y-axis represents the z-score of the prQbability of the, response, This is plotted for each

Because of the ubiquity of reaction- time

ditions, can provide some insight into various qualitative

systems,

into the time course of change in response-choice probabilities, Although the
time course of nonlinear stochastic dynamical systems is known to be difficult
to analyze mathematically (Cox and Miller 1965), the hope is that simulations.
supplemented where possible by . mathematical' analyses of boundary. con- I

be able to provide insight not only into asymptotic choice behavior, but

changing distribution of responses over time, T~us both are useful tools for
studying graded, stochastic processes.
A theory of information processing dynamics like the present one ought

time-accuracy curves and conditional accuracy functions are not the same, both
can provide information about the accumulation of information through the

The time-accuracy paradigm encompasses a variety of procedures that
attempt to relate accuracy to elapsed time since the onset of a stimulus, This
can be done in a variety of ways, Sometimes different deadlines are used
different blocks of trials (Pachella 1974), Sometimes a response signal is used,
and subjects are trained to respond very shortly after the occurrence of the
signal (Wickelgren 1977). In these cases, accuracy is typically plotted as a
function of mean reaction time in each deadline or response signal condition,
Such curves are called time-accuracy curves. In other variants, subjects are
simply told to go so fast that overall accuracy falls to something like 70-80%
(Lappin and Disch 1973; Gratton et aI. 1988). This often induces a broad
distribution of reaction times for each experimental condition, with relatively
low accuracy for short reaction times, . The RT distribution can be divided into
bins, and accuracy for responses falling in each bin can be plotted, yielding
what Gratton et al have called a "conditional accuracy function." Although

course of processing is lost.

imposes a considerable degree of constraint. However even here assumptions
about criteria remain, and considerable information about the actual time

spread. When such properties are available for both correct and error ! responses, for each of several conditions, the overall pattern of data certainly

dependent measures other than mean reaction time, These include error rates
and properties of reaction- time distributions that characterize their fonn and

tasks can be captured by very simple laws. This chapter will be concerned with

adhere to them can be very complex, both in terms of their structure and in
terms of their behavior. Yet often the data produced in information processing

of

The principles stated above are remarkably simple, but processing systems that

can be both extraneous to the theory and

difficult to check.
It is tNe that some researchers (e,g" Ratcliff 1978) make extensive use

Complex Systems, Simple Laws

of processing as revealed through time-accuracy studies.

choice probabilities and on simulations addressing aspects of the time course

respond, To model the data requires complex assumptions about criteria which

that the criteria. themselves may slip, as the subject becomes impatient to

Ratcliff 1978) in which a fixed evidence criterion is used, it is also very likely

models

Ionl!"l- .

. .

_.,...-~~~
All else being equal. it is very commonly

low.., .. rondit.... prodoong the

times, While this fact arises naturally from some continuous
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ciples is one that the present work shares with Newell' s (1990) work on unified
theories of cognition~ The goal of going beyond merely subsuming these
regularities to giving some account of cases where they hold and do not hold
is curiously absent from Newell' s approach, The view taken here is that the
utility of the general principles is perhaps most strongly established when they
can lead us beyond general laws that usually hold, to an understanding of how
they might fail and what it might mean when this happens. We will see that
two sources of infonnation do not always exert independent effects on performance, and that time-accuracy curves are not even always monotoniC; and we

just what additional constraints beyond. the basic principles themselves are
needed for the simple laws to hold, and what the consequences of violations
of these assumptions may be.
The goal of subsuming empirical regularities under a set of general prin-

related and equally important goal is to delineate circumstances in which these
simple patterns of data break down. The hope is that it will be possible to see

from processing systems that adhere to the principles described above. A

under what circumstances, these (and eventually other) simple laws might arise

a simple combination rule, to yield response strengths for each alternative,
These response strengths then enter into a decision process which selects
alternative probabilistically based on the Luce (1959) choice rule.
One of the central goals
of the present work is to understand whether, and

the more recent model
of Oden and Massaro (1978) are clearly cases in point.
In the Oden and Massaro model, for example, it is assumed that independent
sources
of evidence are evaluated independently, then combined according

Typically, such simple regularities in infonnation processing have led to
simple models. Morton s (1969) model of context effects in perception. and

of

Toward a Throry of Infonnation Processing

seven tokens of an ambiguous segment

on a continuum from

/1/

to /,/.

experiment (Massaro 1989) perceptual infonnation was varied by creating

particular experiment: the detennination of the identity of an ambiguous
consonant under the influence of perceptual and contextual infonnation. In this

tioned above. Here we consider the. independence law in the context of a

cessing levels: However, Massaro (1989) called this principle into question, He
pointed out that the interactive activation model (McClelland and Rumelhart
1981), which embodied this principle, violated the independence law men-

A basic assumption of the CRAIN model is the principle of interactivity, or
bidirectional. influence between mutually consistent units at different pro-

The Problem

27. 1 ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE IN PERCEPTUAL
IDENTIFICATION TASKS

while also providing a . framework for developing a plausible account of one
case in which this law fails,

model can produce curves that approximate Wickelgren s time-accuracy law,

mance, and to generate and conEinn a prediction that arises from the mathematical analysis for a case in which the general laws will not hold. The second
case study illustrates one future direction for the work with simulation studies
of perfonnance in the time-accuracy paradigm. Here we find that the CRAIN

somewhat more developed. Here it has been possible to use mathematics
. analyze asymptotic choice perfonnance, to relate the parameters of the
CRAIN mode1 to parameters of classical models of asymptotic choice perfor-

In this section, two case studies are reviewed. In each case . we will see that
CRAIN networks exhibit correspondence to well-known general laws- but
only under certain boundary conditions. In the first case study, the analysis is

do hold under a wide range

where they do not hold; they are, however, robust empirical regularities

RrprintN with pmnission from McCleUand (1979).

27, 3 CASE STUDIES

corrrs~.

Wickelgren s law for ease of reference. In calling them laws, no claim is made
that either adually always holds, and indeed we shall be concerned with cases

(1977) thlt

Fi~ 27.J The cbsMd Iinr ckpids t~ shiftN~xponmti.1l curve proposed by W1Ckelgren

principles is among the central goals of the theory.

five
principles produce poor fits to data, but models that
to only four of the
adhere to all five produce excellent fits. This kind of discovery argues strongly
in favor of the effort to articulate and evaluate an entire
set of principles, rather

As shall become evident below, there are cases in which models that adhere

Interdependencies of the Principles

will see that these cases can be understood in tenns of violations of architectural constraints on the structure of CRAIN networks.

strates the dosr

ArOYl
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chlrKtmus t~ tirnl!.KCUrK)' curves thlt hive bra! obtained in aWgr number
dilfftftlt bprrimmts. A composite
01 data from a nwnber of dilferent rxprriments demo""
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than to try to evaluate the validity of the principles one-by-one (Newell 1973,
1990). For if there are interdependencies, any finding we might obtain about
the validity of one of the principles will change with changes in other assumptions. For this reason. an effort to understand interdependencies among the
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SimuYtion results &om the inter~dive Kliv~tion network shown in figure n,S,

Input

Original' lA Assumptions

/p/

III
or

pita),

II can appear

as in prt

sltep.

(/s- il
token as

IrI
or

III,

originally

The actual curves

II/

McClelland

~~"
!\I!
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simulated by supplying an input of 1, 0 to the appropriate context unit (or to

were

/v/
is not connected to anything,) Five
continuum were considered, varying the input to the
in steps of 0, 1. The input to the
/1/ unit was set equal

to one minus the input to the /r/ unit. The four context conditions

/r/ unit from 0, 3 to 0, 7

/r/-

would not have been helpful since

steps along the

/v/

Massaro experiment;. and four higher- level units. one for each of the legal
combinations of context and target letters. Thus there are hig her-level units
for pr, pi, tr, and 51 but not for sr fl, vr or vi. (A fourth context input unit for

produced in a simulation of a simplified network appropriate for modeling the
27. S,
Massaro data is shown in figure 27, 4, The network is shown in figure
consists of two target units, one for /r/ and one for
/1/;
three context-input
units, for the initial phonemes /5/
and It/from the Thompson and

fonnulated failed to produce the required straight ' lines,

What Massaro noted was that the interactive activation model as

without time pressure,
The independence law states that we should be able to space the seven input
conditions along the x-axis of a graph (representing a log- likelihood continuum from
/1/ to If/) in such a way that the results from the 28 conditions of
the experiment fonn four (straight and) parallel lines. one for all seven of the
points in each of the four contexts (fig, 27, 2), In fact the data from a large
number of similar experiments can indeed be fit fairly closely injust this way,

Subjects must simply identify the ambiguous

occurs in English

as in many words such as

(/1-i1

a context where Irl can appear

etc, ) and finally a context in which neither actually

(/I1_ i/).

sltd,

il

a context where I

can appear

as in trtt).

and

Context was varied by presenting each token in a context in which both 1,1

Reprinted with permission &om Ma:JelJ.nd(I99I),

Figure .11,4

:; f .

1ft

II!

.,

(/p_

.11.

The network used in the simul.1tions

Input
of

the joint effects of context and stimulus

/v/),

Each simulated trial began with activations

I), and appropriate inputs were turned on and left on,

/1/

units were

Toward ~ Theory of Infonn~tion Processing

the letter and word level units, Bottom-up input can activate a letter unit.
which can in turn feed upward and activate a word unit. and the word unit will
in turn send activation back to the letter unit. This process seems to be sending

input- are influenced by the presence of bidirectional connections between

failed in particular cases to produce the right pattern of results, Rather. the
claim was that the principle of interactivity itself was incompatible with
independence, He based this claim on the following intuitively appealing
argument. The independence law states that each source of infonnation makes
an independent (additive) contribution to the evidence for or against each
alternative, But in the interactive activation model. the effects of context and
direct stimulus infonnation on activations of letter detector units are not
independent. That is. the effects of one source of evidence- direct stimulus

As figure 27, 4 indicates. the interactive activation model did not produce
parallel lines in this simulation, While it is possible to space the points on the
.taxis to make
orll of the curves a straight line, no transfonnation can make all
the lines parallel. since some of them actually cross,
Massaro s (1989) claim was notsimply that the interactive activation model

Rumelhart (1981),

applied to the exponential of the activation of each unit. as in McClelland and

used to detennine response probabilities according to the Luce choice rule

Luce (1986): At the end of 60 cycles activations of the /r/ and

inhibitory, But there is no variability; processing itself is completely detenninistic, Probabilistic perfonna nce is " tacked on at the end, " to use a phrase from

most respects, The activation function is a graded sigmoid function; gradual
propagation of activation is assumed; between- level connections are bidirectional and excitatory. and within level connections are bidirectional and

the interactive activation model (using the iac program of McClelland and
Rumelhart 1988), These assumptions are consistent with the GRAIN model in

Processing occurred according to the specific activation assumptions of

of all units set to rest (

no unit at all, in the case of the

mutually inhibitory,

indic~te bidirectional excit~tory connections. All units within the same enclosed region are

information in phoneme identific~tion. Reprinted with permi$Sion &om Ma:Jeliand (1991). Lines
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present, the following informal analysis is given. In the case under consideration. the network itself remains completely detenninistic. This means that

input. A fonnal presentation can be found in McClelland (1991). For the

Analysis The fact that the model confonned to the independence law can
the
be established mathematically for the case where the variability occurred in

network. On each time step. a
with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.
unit. Again, after 60 cycles of processing. the network' s response was determined by selecting the most active response unit.

sample of noise from a Gaussian distribution
14 was added into the net input of each

simulation; this time all of the variability was intrinsic to the processing in

For figure 27. 6b, the external input to each unit was fixed as in the initial

simulation trials per data point.

establish the actual probabilities. The graphs are based on 10, 000

were used in other runs with indistinguishable results). Of course, the variability in the input made perfonnance probabilistic. anf many runs are needed to

the alternative with the largest activation at the end of 60 cycles (other

1,1

unit was perturbed by a Gaussian random noise with 0 mean and standard
111 unit was one minus the (perturbed)
deviation 0. 14. Again the inputto the
1,1 unit. Each trial was run .just as before; processing was cominput to the
pletely detenninistic. All of the variability was in the input, which stayed
constant within a given trial. Response choices were made by simply selecting

variability was added to the input to the network. Specifically, the input to the

pennits a simplification of the model in one respect: When there is variability,
responses can be made simply by settling until equilibrium is reached and then
picking the most active alternative. Under these conditions, the network itself
is in a real sense choosing the response, and the probabilistic character oHhese
choices arises from the variability. Under these conditions, interactiveactivation models do behave in accordance with Morton s independence law.
Simulation results establishing the independence pattern for the network
27. are shown in figures 27. 6a and 27.6b. For figure 27.6a.
shown in figure

Rumelhart; it does not hold when there is variability, either in the input orin
the processing itself (McClelland 1991). The presence of variability actually

Interestingly, this intuitively appealing argument only applies to thedetenninistic version of the interactive activation model studied by McClelland and

The Role of Variability

input, thereby violating the independence assumption.

context appears to modulate the extent of activation a letter,gets from stimulus

back from the word level some of the activation that came up to it from the
letter level. Further, and this is where independence is violated. the extent of
the activation that is fed back depends on context; the context influences the
activations of word level units, and if a particular context activates supporters
of one target alternative rather than another, only the fonner will have the
benefit of recurrent activation; the latter will not get this benefit. Thus, the
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a parameter called temperature, is taken to be a fixed
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2. No connections are allowed between any of the units in the input set and
any of the units in the context set. The only interactions among the sets occurs
by way of the units representing the alternatives.

ing the alternatives. one set representing the stimulus input to the alternatives.
and one set representing the context relevant to the alternatives.

1. The network must be partitionable into three sets of units: one set represent-

particular architectural constraint. This constraint can be stated as follows;

function) willconfonn to Morton s law as long as the network adheres to a

machines (symmetric, stochastic networks using the above. binary update

When the above choice procedure is used, it can be shown that Boltzmann

The Independence Constraint on Architecture

reached: and then selecting. at some particular time I. the most active member
of the alternative set as the network' s response, There is one minor complication: In Boltzmann machines. units representing particular alternatives are
either on or off; therefore when a choice must be made. a tie is possible. In case
of a tie. it is necessary to resample at a later time. repeating until no tie occurs,

are run by presenting input plus context, leaving them on until equilibrium is

parameter that simply scales the magnitude of the net input. As before. trials

For present purposes

to give the probability that the activation is I, rather than the actual activation
of the unit.

This is the actual sigmoid function shown in figure 27, 1: now it is being used

peal

it makes use of binary, rather than graded. activations. Units are updated one
at a time in random order. and activations are set to 1 with a probability given
by the logistic function of the net input to each unit:

1986),
The Boltzmann machine is inherently a stochastic and interactive model. but

were replaced by those of the Boltzmann machine (Hinton and Sejnowski

Morton s law when v~riability is introduced in the inputs to an interactive
activation network is presented more fonnally in McClelland (1991), However, for the case where the noise is intrinsic to processing. the result was
established by simulation only, A fonnal derivation of the result was possible
if the particular processing assumptions of the interactive activation model

This informal argument showing that the network of figure 27. 5

Morton s law,

point. Obviously changes in the input

cutindependent. additive effects on this distance, Thus the model directly captures

standard deviation of the

the probability of choosing the

one for a neutral context. As the figure illustrates, the effect of context is
i(l)-i(,)
continuum, Now, the z-score of
simply to shift the criterion along the
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input conditions with Gaussian noise in the input. The figure also shows three
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figure 27. 7

In short. when the network itself is detenninistic, each context establishes a
different cut- point along an axis that represents i(/)-i(r), All values of i(lH(r)
that are less than this cut- point result in the III response; all those above the
cut- point result in Irl. Each different context establishes a different cut-point.
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otherwise,
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produces the same outp~t. Consider first a series of trials, witho~t any contextual input. but with input to
III (denoted i(/n increasing across trials in small
steps from 0 to
0, while input to
Irl
is decreasing correspondingly so that

each particular choice of inputs (context plus direct input to
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2. No connections are allowed between any of the units in the input set and
any of the units in the context set. The only interactions among the sets occurs
by way of the units representing the alternatives.

and one set representing the context relevant to fhe alternatives.

I. The network must bepartitionable into three sets of units: one set representing the alternatives, one set representing the stimulus input to the alternatives.

particular architectural constraint. This constraint can be stated as follows:

function) willconfonn to Morton s law as long as the network adheres to a

When . the above choice procedure is used, it can be shown that Boltzmann
machines (symmetric. stochastic networks using the above binary update
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either on or off; therefore when a choice must be made, a tie is possible, In case
of a tie, it is necessary to resample at a later time, repeating until no tie occurs.

tion: In Boltzmann machines, units representing particular alternatives are

of the alternative set as the network' s response. There is one minor complica-

reached; and then selecting. at some particular time f. the most active member

for present purposes T, a parameter called temperature, is taken to be a fixed
parameter that simply scales the magnitude of the net input. As before, trials
are run by presenting input plus context, leaving them on until equilibrium is

of the unit.

to give the probability that the activation is I, rather than the actual activation

This is the actual sigmoid function shown in figure 27. 1: now it is being used

peal

The Boltzmann machine is inherently a stochastic and interactive model. but
it makes use of binary, rather than graded, activations. Units are updated one
at a time in random order. and activations are set to 1 with a probability given
by the logistic function of the net input to each unit:

1986).

were replaced by those of the Boltzmann machine (Hinton and Sejnowski

Morton s law when variability is introduced in the inputs to an interactive
activation network is presented more fonnally in McClelland (1991). However. for the case where the noise is intrinsic to processing. the result was
established by simulation only. A fonnal derivation of the result was possible
if the particular processing assumptions of the interactive activation model

This informal argument showing that the network of figure 27. 5

Morton s law.

(iCl)- i(,)) or in the criterion, have
cut- point. Obviously changes in the input
independent, additive effects on this distance. Thus the model directly captures

standard deviation of the

the probability of choosing the

simply to shift the criterion along the iCl)-i(r) continuum. Now. the z-score of
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the other-except

actually represents an
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law is an inherent characteristic of stochastic interactive networks that respect
the architectural constraint, We need not conclude, as Massaro (1989) suggests

the independence law, This result shows that adherence to the independence

important advance in our understanding of the possible mechanistic basis of

But such a view misses the fact that the analysis

Some readers may view the result of the analysis presented abOve as a minor
matter, redressing an empirical inadequacy of the interactive activation model,

for graded as well as binary activations,

context on perceptual identification, Simulations suggest that the result holds

straint on architecture also adhere to the independence law of the effect of

To summarize, the analysis presented in McClelland (1991) shows that
binary stochastic interactive networks that adhere to the independeoce con-

by way ofthe units representing the alternatives, Therefore we will henceforth
refer to this constraint as the independence constraint on network architecture,
and we will refer to sources of input that are independent in this way as .
structurally independent,

of the two sources of input. Neither source can influence

input set and any of the context units. so the condition holds, Note that the
condi tion holds simultaneously for all four letter positions, The crucial thing
about this architectural constraint is that it preserves a kind of independence

letter in a particular position (say, the second) the letter units in this position
become the set representing the alternatives, The input set is the set offeature
units for the second position. and. the context set is all . of the. rest of the
network. including the feature and letter units for other positions and including
the word level units, There are no coMedions between any of the units in the

Rumelhart (1981) adhered to this architectural constraint. as shown in figure
27, 8 (from McClelland 1985), For example. when the task is to identify the

and

mutu.aIIyinhibitcxy, Reprinted &om McClelland

The original interactive activation model. as fonnulated by McClelland

(1985).

sh9wn. All units within I!.m mclmedRgiIXl

Figun 17,8 ArchitrctuR of the intrrKtivl! Ktiv~ti()n mtXkl. Only Rlected c()nneclions are
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in this case have independent effects, This makes it possible for the effects of
joint manipulations of context letters to violate independence,
Consider. for concreteness. the choice between the alternatives
and a for
the identity of the middle letter in the following contexts: LE W- G LG
E, Here. t helexical constraints are such that
LIE and
WIG
are words, but
LOE
and WaG are not; while
LOG
and
WOE
are words but
LlG
and
WIE
are
not. If we look at ,anyone context letter (say.
L), the constraint it places on the
identity of the target letter reverses as we manipulate the identity of the other
letter in the context. When the last letter is E. initial favors middle
I; but
when the last letter is G. initial
favors middle 0, Thus the constraint imposed

influence on the identification of a target letter by way of a unit at the word
level (see fig, 27, 8). The nonlinearities in the network mean that they need not

structurally independent. Rather. the individual context letters exert their

activation model. the individual letters in the context of a target letter are not

ing different inputs; and see whether the independence law holds. Note that
cases in which the independence law does hold cannot strictly be used to argue
for strict structural independence, There may well be structurally dependent
architectures that produce close approximations to independence,
The method is analogous to the additive-factors method of Sternberg
(I969a. b), According to this method. one manipulates two experimental
factors, If they have non-additive effects on mean reaction time, we conclude
that they exert their effects on one or more stages of processing in common,
In what we will call the structural independence method, one manipulates two
sources of input that influenc ~ stimulus identification response probabilities,
If they have nonindependent effects on the z-transfonn of the probability
of choosing a particular response. then we can conclude that the influences
each source exerts on activations of response alternatives are not structurally
independent.
If the architecture postulated for the interactive activation model is correct,
we may find a failure of independence for effects of two different context
letters on the identification of a target letter in a word, In the interactive

independent In a more agnostic vein, we can just run experiments. manipulat-

possible network architectures, The independence law should hold, not. only
between stimulus and context, but more generally between any two sources
of input that are structurally independent. Given this. suppose we manipulate
two inputs that affect choices among a set of alternatives, If the independence
law does not hold, this would establish that these inputs are not structurally

This result also leads to empirical tests that can distinguish between alternative

ArChitecture

Using the Independence Constraint to Test Claims about Network

produce-independence,

we should. that data adhering to Morton s independence law requires a strictly
feedforward processing system; rather we now can see that an interactive
mechanism with the right architecture is consistent with-even bound to

6'1.

each

claim that the influences of different context

of context and

One of the key findings from this paradigm

is the

Mc(,Mland

discovery that the relative timing of context and stimulus information has a

not reach , asymptote.

(Reicher 1969). Such situations typically involve very brief presentations
followed by a masking, pattern- conditions in which activations clearly do

sources of inf'onnation relevant toa particular identification response. Much
remains to , be done, of course. One' task is to return to the kinds of situations
that motivated the interactive activation model in the first place: situations
in which context actually facilitates the discrimination of alternative letters

has demonstrated that independence need not always hold between different

stimulus infonnation can arise in a stochastic interactive processing system and

The present section has described how independent effects

Summary

on reaction times placed constraints on discrete stage models in Sternberg
(I969a, b).

alternatives to the architecture ofthe interactive activation model. But it does
place constraints on the architecture, just as interactive effects of two factors

superiority effect should be obtained. The results confinned the prediction of
the interactive activation model: an accuracy advantage for words relative to
non words was in fact obtained. The effect was relatively small. but was
statistically reliable at the .001 level over both items and subjects.
There are other network architectures besides the one embodied in the
interactive activation model. The deScribed experiment does not rule out all

cation. we should not expect a word advantage; if, however, the effects of the
two context letters were not independent, but actually influenced target
identification by way of their conjunction at the word level. then a word

the letters, In each case, neither context letter alone favored one alternative
over the other, as in the above example; but the two context letters together
always formed a word with only one of the two alternatives. If the two context
letters were exerting independent effects on the probability of target identifi.

strings, and were given a forced-choice between two alternatives for one of

letters on target identification are not structurally independent. Movellan and
McClelland (n. ) carried out an experiment to test for nonindependence
in this case. Their subjects viewed brief, masked presentations of three-letter

the interactive activation model' s

letters may have differential effects. A word advantage, then. would support ,

feed activation back to the letter level. then particular combinations of context

letter (target or context) influences activations of word units, and these in turn

it does not. On the other hand, if, as in the interactive activation model.

by one leUe.. in the context is clearly dependent on the identity of the other
letter, Now, if each context letter really does exert an independent effect on
theidentil1cation of the target letter, then we expect no difference in the
tendency to choose' in the contexts W- G and L- E compared to the contexts
L~G and W- E. In other words. we expect no advantage for cases in which
the target letter makes a word with the context, compared to cases in which
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Here we consider the case of multilayer graded, stochastic, processing systems
with bidirectional excitatory connections between layers and bidirectional
inhibitory connections within each layer.
The first point to note is the importance of distinguishing between propagation of activation and propagation of inf'onnation inGRAIN networks. Let us
think of the information propagation issue as follows. An experimenter selects
one of
stimuli, and the subject' s task is to indicate which it was through one
of
corresponding responses. The stimulus is presented to the input layer of
a multilayer GRAIN net. and begins a stochastic process of activation and
inhibition that proceeds forward in time. For the sake of simplicity, we will
consider a particular case in which there is one unit at each level corresponding

gradual processes are organized in a feedforward cascade (McClelland 1979).

arise naturally from models such as Ratcliff~s diffusion model. in which there is
a single continuous stochastic process. Such curves also arise when several

time-accuracy curves exhibit the

that has often been accounted for by simpler models. namely the fact that
shifted exponential form described by
Wickelgren s law. Time-accuracy curves with approximately the right form

As in the previous section. we will consider a simple general regularity

Wickelgren .Law

accuracy as a function of time in networks that adhere to the

is still possible to get some preliminary understanding of the variation of
principles
of the GRAIN model.

time-dependent properties. In the absence of formal mathematical' results, it

the equilibriwn states of nonlinear systems than it is to understand their

case as for asymptotic activation; indeed it is generally easier to characterize

principles of the GRAIN model. The theory is not as well developed for this

This section will present some initial findings on the time-accuracy characteristics of information processing systems that are consistent with the

17. 1 DYNAMICS OF PROCESSING: MONOTONIC AND
NONMONOTONIC TIME-ACCURACY CURVES

big impact on perfonnance; context must precede or be contemporaneous wi
the target for facilitation to occur. This and other aspects of the findings from
this paradigm were accounted for by the original interactive activation model.
and served to substantiate the claim that the phenomena required an account
in terms of the detailed time course of infonnation, processing. For the present,
though, the section has done three things relevant to the goals of the theory.
First, it has illustrated how the principles described at the start are consistent
with the effects of context and stimulus information (m asymptotic choice
responses; it has shown that the simple independence law can be an emergent
result of processing systems that adhere to these principles; and it has made a
first step toward using this result to begin establishing when independence will
hold, and when it will not hold.
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(d')

d'

as a function of time were carried out using the network of

we need to know the hit rate, or the probability that the

from the previous

McClcllud

correct alternative is the most active at each level at each time step. This is
calculated simply by keeping a tally over many repeated trials, We also need
a false alann rate, which would ordinarily be the probability that the middle

In calculating

the net input and Ret represents the activation of the Unit

time step.

summed input from all other units. Between level excitatory weights were
0; within level inhibitory weights, were - 1.5. The activation of each unit
was then incremented by an amount equal to k, (logistic(lItt) act), where
represents a rate constant for all the units at a particular level. net represents

a sample of Gaussian noise with mean 0 and standard deviation 1, 0, and the

tions among all the units. The details of the simulation follow, since they are
not reported elsewhere. Each trial began with all activations set toO, and was
followed by 200 initialization cycles, with no external input. Stimulus onset
then occurred, This consisted of applying external input of 3.0 to the middle
unit at the input level. Processing continued for 2000 cycles. On each cycle,
net input to each unit was first computed, then all activations were updated.
The net input consisted of a fixed negative bias of - 3.0, extemal input if any,

figure 27.9. In this network. there are five levels, each with five units, Units at
each level have bidirectional excitatory coMedions with corresponding units
at the next level. Within each level. there are bidirectional inhibitory connec-

Simulations of

input.

of the response choice at each

successive level to the actual identity of the stimulus presented as

of a gradual change in the sensitivity

might be generated from any level at any time by selecting the most active
unit at that level as the response. The propagation of infonnation then consists

to each stimulus, and we wiD assume that stimulus identification responses

bet_levels; all aWt. within e.choval Me mutually inhibitory,

GRAIN networks, Lines indiCIte bidirectional connections

A simple five- !.yrr GRAIN netwcP used rOl' exploring accumu!.tion of informa-

tion ud RT distribution properties of

Figure 27, 9

Input

."

.
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When all the levels have the same rate

k,

when the rate

In a cascade model these values would produce a very clearly

Toward a Throrv of Information Proct5sing

starts at chance and. after a flat period, makes a transition to a relatively steep,
then negatively accelerating, approach to asymptote. Whether the exact fonn
of empirical , time-accuracy curves is consistent with this pattern is not completely clear at this time, Furthennore, it seems quite possible that interactivity
may not hold between perceptual and response selection processes, In that
case, if response selection is a. rate- limiting process, the overall resulting
time-accuracy curve would look indistinguishable from the curves generated
by the cascade model and would closely approximate Wickelgren slaw.

curves do obey the general qualitative fonn of the empirical findings. Accuracy

marked change in the rate oErise of the third curve; the fourth and fifth curves
would look almost exactly like the third, but just successively shifted over,
. This simulation shows, then, that the confonnity of the GRAIN model to
Wickelgren s law is somewhat less exact than its confonnity to Morton s law,
The time-accuracy curves are not strictly or even closely shifted exponentials
but are perhaps better described as slightly skewed sigmoids. Even so, the

set to 0, 30,

throughout the network. and the results are difficult to distinguish from the
case in which all of the levels have the same rate constants. This is seen in the
27, 10, where the rate constant of the third level is set to
lower panel of figure
the slow value of 0,05, while the rate constants of all of the other levels are

level is slowed relative to the rate constants of the others, the effect spreads

present GRAIN network. on the other hand, when the rate constant of one

detennining the rate constant of the

model have a clear shifted exponential shape, with the slowest rate constant
curve, and the other rate constants
detennining merely the shift of the takeoff point (McClelland 1979). In the

constant than alltheothers, the time-accuracy curves generated by the cascade

constant of one level is slowed, it affects the time course of processing at that
level and all subsequent levels, In the case where one level has a slower rate

the behavior of the cascade model. In the cascade model,

set toO, 15 for all levels.
There are some differences between the behavior of GRAIN networks and

GRAIN network. as shown in the upper panel. where the rate constant.

constant, the cascade model produces time-accuracy curves that converge to
a sigmoid as more and more levels are added, The same thing happens in the

confonnity to the cascade model.

figure 27, 9 are shown in figure

The results of two simulation runs of 5000 trials each using the network of
even
27, 10. What we see in each case is that.
though activation flows both ways in this network. infonnation in the sense
of sensitivity to the stimulus propagates from the input forward. Each succesin approximate
sive level exhibits a shifting and slowing of the growth of

middle alternative is shown. So the false alann rate was estimated from this
latter probability.

equal to the probability that some other alternative is most active when the

alternative would be. most active when some other alternative is shown is

parameters are equivalent for all alternatives, the probability that the middle

alternative is active when some other input is presented, Due to the fact that
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from Idt to right.

simulations,

In.u ases th~ curves for

successively dtqH!r lev~ls mange themselves

o1t tM fint. Sft:ond. third. fourth. o1I1d filth lev~1 of the processing system

shown in fjgur~ 21, 9,

Each po1Ml shows

th~ SoIIM vo1l~ of J.mbc:Y o1pplies to .u of thr units in th~ n~twork in these

Figur~ 21. 10 1M buildup of smsilivity to thr input o1t 5Ucmsiv~ Iev~ls in the GRAIN
IWtwork shown in fjgur~ 21. 9. for fout di/Jumt vo1lues of th~ pM.v11etul;unbda. Note that
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that appears to be
important is resting activation level. as detenriined in this case by the bias in
the net input. A large negative bias is required. so that resting activations tend
to be quite low. or else the network will exhibit a tendency to . become
relatively committed to a spurious pattern of activation prior to stimulus'

While GRAIN models can conform to the general form of Wickelgren s law,

time-accuracy curves have a rather different

activations of units would be

TOWo1rd .

Th~ry of Inlormo1tion Processing

condition. (Actually the graph shows time and accuracy for electromyographically detected muscle activity that precedes the response, The actual RT data

are shown along with the distribution of response times by bin, for each

The results are shown in figure 27, 11 (top), The conditional accuracy functions

all, When Gratton et .11. looked at accuracy in the two conditions, conditional
on response time, they found a Wickelgren- like conditional accuracy function
in the congruent condition. but aU-shaped curve in the incongruent condition,

(1988), In this experiment. subjects viewed target letters flanked by two letters
on each side. The task was to indicate whether the target was 5 or H, The two
targets (5 and H) could be flanked either by the congruent letter (as in 55555
and HHHHH) or by the other letter
(55H55
and HH5HH), Subjects were
induced to respond so quickly that they produced about IS percent errors over

Such a case is provided by the interesting experiment of Gratton et .11.

description of the underlying processes, But the question arises. what does the
process model buy us. if we already have a general law that we can refer to
that correctly characterizes the outcomes of experiments? One answer to this
question is that it may allow us to give straightforward accounts for results
obtained in cases where existing data actually violates the general regularities,

account for data that exhibit a general regularity, This state of affairs allows
us to suppose that the principles in question may in fact be part of a useful

It is one thing to know that a process model adhering to a set of principles can

A U-shaped Time-Accuracy Curve

a U-shaped time-accuracy curve is obtained,

different without lateral inhibition than with lateral inhibition, In the simulation
reported below, lateral inhibition does change the ordering of expected values
of asymptotic activations of response units in one experimental condition, and

ordering of expected values of asymptotic

ing conditions that may lead to violations of monotonicity. The observation
is simply that time-accuracy curves may fail to be monotonic when the

an exponential approach to asymptote can be obtained is beyond the reach of
the present analysis, However it is possible to offer one observation concern-

strictly ensured; indeed. the curve need not even by monotonic, as will be seen
below. A statement of the conditions under which approximate conformity to

through the system, a Wickelgren- like

Even when parameters are such that information propagates promptly
shape to time-accUracy curves is not

through the system, and the

presentation, In such cases, information can propagate extremely slowly

shape,

there are circumstances in which they will not. One factor
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begins. During stabilization. some activation spreads to the corresponding

by external input to the position-specific attention unit for the target location.
This input is turned on and the network is allowed to stabilize before the trial

particular position and the units for features in the corresponding. position, A
response is recorded as soon as one of the output units reaches a fixed
threshold,
Consider. now. what happens when a display is presented containing an H
flanked by an 5 on each side, Attention to the center position is implemented

and the 5 output unit. and between H features and the H output unit. There
are also mutually excitatory coMections between the attentional unit. for a

In the feature pool. there are feature analyzers for features of 5 and H in each
position; for simplicity only one S-feature unit and one H- feature unit is
included for each position. Within each pool. units are mutually inhibitory,
Between pools. there are mutually excitatory coMections between 5 features

are only three positional attentional units (for left. center. and right locations),

response unit for each alternative. and an attention layer consisting of position-specific attention- ta-Iocation units (see fig, 27. 12), While Gratton et ai,
used a target with two flankers on each side. the Ranker effect can be captured
easily enough with only one. for a total of three display positions, So there

pools of units: A pool consisting of position-specific feature analyzer units (for
features of letters in each of three positions). an output layer consisting of a

The network Servan- Schreibes:.

detectors become activated by the stimulus,

location have only a slight advantage over features in non-target locations.
allowing themto conspire against the target in incongruent displays, Mutual
competition then causes this initial advantage to become accentuated as the

over detectors in other locations, Early in processing. features in the target

that attention serves to . prime feature detectors for attended locations, This
gives the detectors for the attended location a very slight initial advantage

Schreiber (1990) has developed a GRAIN model that captures this notion and
provides a nice account of the pattern of data obtained in the experiment.
The model begins with the idea. common to many recent coMectionist
models of spatial attention (e,g.. Cohen. Dunbar. and McClelland 1990; Pharo
van der Heiden. and Hudson 199();Mozer 1991; laBerge and Brown 1989)

alternative interpretation. In accord with the observation made at the end of
the preceding section. it can be proposed that the U-shaped curve reflects the
resolution of a . competition process driven by mutual inhibition. Servan-

The GRAIN framework provides us with an opportunity to propose

tion-specific pathway.

predominant identity present in the display. and this will lead to the dip if a
respon~ is initiated before target-specific. infonnation arrives from the posi-

letters without regard to position; and another. , slower one. for positionspecific identification. Their idea was that the fast pathway will report the

are two letter identification pathways. one. which is fast. for identification of

looks much the same. ' except that aU times are somewhat longer). Gratton
al. interpreted their results in the following way, They suggested that there

681
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The simulation also captures several other aspects of the Gratton et al, data.
One of these is the general shape of the reaction- time distributions found in
each condition ofthe experiment (see fig. 27 . 1l). and the effect of compatibility on these distributions, Another is a fact that emerged from the analysis by

number but eventually favors the leUer in the attended position,

This occurs, not because of separate pathways for position- dependent and
and
position- independent infonnation. but because of an interactive activation
competition process that initially favors the flankers due to their greater

The simulation results are shown below the data from Gratton et aI. in figure
27, 11, The simulation of the compatible condition follows the conventional
gradual approach to asymptote. as found by Gratton et aI. In the incompatible
condition. the curve follows the U-shaped pattern seen in the empirical data.

win out over other words of lower frequency.

very small advantage in resting activation level (due to higher frequency) to

by McClelland and Rumelhart (1981); in that model it allowed words with a

features of each letter are in competition with the features of each other letter.
and because of the slight initial advantage for the target features due to
top-down activation from attention. The ability of items with a slight initial
advantage to win out over a number of competing alternatives was examined

upper hand over the features of the nontargets, This happens because the

mutual competition. this state of affairs would persist indefinitely in this
network. But with mutual competition. the target. features gradually gain the

are two nontargets but only one target. the aggregate activation for 5 features
is almost twice as great as the aggregate activation for H features. Without

advantage is maintained when the target is presented. However. since

position-specific feature units. giving the detector for the features in the target
location a very slight advantage over features in other positions. This slight

II. (19881.

Input Module

Output MOdule
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was triggered exhibited the same constant

The U-shaped
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account of attention and perception (Cohen et aI. in press). but this
feature of GRAIN models appears not to be cnacial in this case,

particulai

tures, position-specific features to responses). Interactivity is perfedly compat.
ible with the findings. and there are many reasons to favor an interactive

between levels (input and posit ion specific locations to position-specific fea.

data can be fit quite well in a network with only unidirectional connedion!

data. Servan-Schreiber (verbal communication. 1991) has found that in fad th~

We have seen. then. that the model relies on competition. graded ane
gradual propagation of activation. and on variability, On the other hand
interadivity does not appear to contribute importantly to the account of th~

incorrect alternative over the threshold,

time-accuracy curves arise primarily from trials in which the incorrect alternative happens to be relatively more active at the time of stimulus onset so thai
the slight early activation advantage of the incorrect alternative pushes the

sufficient to produce a broad distribution of reaction times.)

stimulus onset, and in the subsequent activation process, rv ariability at time
of onset may be cnacial in. the present simulations, since it alone would be

Gratton et aI. actually demonstrate the propagation of graded infonnation,
Intrinsic variability also plays an important enabling role. This variability
has the effect of causing variability in the activation of response units al

the flankers to initially govern the preferred response. while also allowing the
balance to swing gradually back. in favor of the correct alternative as processing continues, Indeed, Coles (1989) argues that aspects of the findings of

in activation between the two alternatives, Both of these effects of competitive
inhibition are, however. dependent on graded and' gradual propagation of
activation, Graded. and gradual propagation allow the summed influences of

at the response level plays a role in another aspect of the model. as well. It
causes a fixed adivationthreshold to actually correspond to a fixed difference

let us now consider how the various principles of the GRAIN model
contribute to the account for the data, Competitive inhibition at the positionspecific feature level plays a cnacial role in producing the U-shaped fonn of the
time ~accuracy curve in the incompatible condition, as already explained.
feature of competitive inhibition is that it only comes into effect after some
initial activation; ilis this initial activation that actually gives rise to the dip in
the curve, and the competitive inhibition that ultimately results in the correct
response dominating performance, correcting the dip, Competitive inhibition

difference that Gratton et ai, found in their ERP data,

units at the time the response

threshold value. Even though the simulations of Servan-Schreiber (1991)
actually used a fixed threshold, rather than a difference signal. to trigger the
response. it turned out that the difference in activation of the two response

in the evoked response over the two motor cortices teached a particular

sponse. and found that responses appeared to be triggered when the difference

each responding hand as well asEMGs in the musdesgoveming each re-

Grattonet al. of ERP(event-related potential) data recorded from subjects in
their experiment. They recorded ERPs over the motor area contralateral to

empirical

DISCUSSION

independence law and Wickelgren s characterization of

McClelW1d

of context

letters), and of providing a biiSis for accounting for observed

simple regularities (in the case of the proposed test of nonindependent effects

Second. the work begins to give us ways of predicting violations of these

time-accuracy curves are cases in point. As such, the work is a first step toward
understanding how the mass of processing activity triggered by the presentation of a stimulus gives rise to the simple and regular outcomes that are
typically observed in behavior,

GRAIN, Morton s

of networks of simple computing. elements that adhere to the principles of

regularities of human perfonnance data . might. arise as emergent properties

First. this research has already begun to help us to see how general

these preliminary explorations,

accuracy. Nevertheless we can begin to see three contributions emerging from

(the asymptotic accuracy paradigm and the time-accuracy paradigm) have
really been considered at all. Analytic results are available only for asymptotic

Obviously. the initial steps taken here leave us far from a complete theory
the asymptotics and dynamics of infonnation processing, Of the three information- processing paradigms that the theory is intended to unify, only two

27.

shifted exponentials than by GRAIN' s skewed sigmoids, Noris it clear in any
detail what conditions will lead even to monotonicity, and what conditions
will produce V-shaped time-accuracy curves, These issues are among those
that must be addressed. if the theory is to be advanced beyond its present
suggestive but preliminary state.

time-accuracy Curves are really more accurately described by Wickelgren

curves, It is far from clear, for example whether the fonns oftypical

full account of the relation between GRAIN networks and time-accuracy

While these results are suggestive, it should be dear that we are far from

principles are responsible for the simulation of the experimental results, and
which are merely compatible with them.

some small steps have been taken toward an understanding of which of the

GRAIN provides a framework for understanding one particular case in which
this simple general law breaks down. In the case in point. CRAIN appears
provide a fairly natural and direct account. without requiring that responses
based at different times on the output of different processing systems, Third.

time-accuracy curves that confonn approximately to a simple general law, in
this caseWickelgren s law. Correspondingly we have seen in another case how

cessing systems (i,e. with as many as five levels) can in . some cases give rise to

GRAIN can begin to offer an account for aspects of dala obtained within the
time-ac(Uracy paradigm. Second. we have seen how relatively complex pro-

This second case study indicates, once again. some progress on each of the
three goals of theory development. First, we have seen how the principles of

Summary
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NOTES

time course and the outcome of infonnation processing.

different kind of account. ends up providing the best characterization

Given the simplicity of the method, it seems likely that it is feasible to trace
more thoroughly than has typically been done in the past the relation between
time since stimulus onset and response accuracy. If so, this should help us to
see whether the GRAIN model. some refinement of it. or some completely

Gratton et al. curve,

condition) in less than 45 minutes. The method is very simple. The subject is
instructed to go as fast as possible. and is rewarded for fast correct responses
(a penny for each RT less than 300 ms). RTs range from less than 100 to more
. than 500 ms. with the bulk between ISO and 400. which spans the dip in the

been able to replicate the Gratton et ai, study. complete with a dip below
chance in the incongruent condition. in an experiment in which each of ten
unpracticed subjects came into the lab and perfonned in 800 trials (400 per

exploration ofthe detailed dynamics of processing is to be taken further. it will
become necessary to conduct a greater number of studies exploring the time
course of processing, Up to now relatively few such studies have been produced, One reason for this has been the apparent difficulty of collecting
time-accuracy data, It may be. however. that the difficulty of time-accurracy
studies is more apparent than real. In the author s laboratory we have recently

If the unification of these disparate literatures is to be complete. and if the

Next Steps for Experimental Research

strengths). while many models of the time course of processing use
time-dependent functions of discrete variables (e.g,. subprocess X is or is not
t), Of course. the present framework is not the first to
complete by time
consider the propagation of graded infonnation: the point here is only that
this may well. be a necessary, though surely not a sufficient. condition for
unifying the analysis of the dynamics and the asymptotics of infonnation
processing.

ables (e, g,.

asymptotic choice behavior use time- independent functions of graded vari-

because a common set of principles is used in both cases. Many models of

. regard it may be worth noting that such a unification seems to be possible only

effects of context on asymptotic choice perfonnance on the other, In this

deviations from typical outcomes (as in the case of the Gratton et a!. V-shaped
time-accuracy curves), Thus the theory allows a significant advance in our
understanding beyond the simple statement of the regularities themselves,
Third; this research begins to provide a unification of the disparate literatureson the dynamics of infonnation processing on the one hand and of the
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